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Abstract. A significant improvement of plasma parameters in the optimized

stellarator W7-X is found after injections of frozen hydrogen pellets. The ion

temperature in the post-pellet phase exceeds 3 keV with 5 MW of electron heating and

the global energy confinement time surpasses the empirical ISS04-scaling. The plasma

parameters realized in such experiments are significantly above those in comparable

gas-fuelled discharges. In this paper, we present details of these pellet experiments and

discuss the main plasma properties during the enhanced confinement phases. Local

power balance is applied to show that the heat transport in post-pellet phases is close

to the neoclassical level for the ion channel and is about a factor of two above that

level for the combined losses. In comparable gas-fuelled discharges, the heat transport

is by about ten times larger than the neoclassical level, and thus is largely anomalous.

It is further observed that the improvement in the transport is related to the peaked

density profiles that lead to a stabilization of the ion-scale turbulence.
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1. Introduction

In recent Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) experiments, injection of a series of hydrogen pellets

was successfully applied for core plasma fuelling [1]. This allowed one to raise the central

electron density above 1020 m−3 and often resulted in transient post-pellet phases with

enhanced performance, as observed in the plasma pressure, global energy confinement

time and, most prominently, in the ion temperature. The energy confinement time in

these post-pellet plasmas exceeds the empirical stellarator scaling ISS04 [2] and at the

same time the ion temperature reaches values above 3 keV with an input heating power

of 5 MW to the electrons. The combination of the improved confinement and of the

high ion temperature implies a high triple product, as reported previously [3]. Plasma

pressure effects, Shafranov shift and finite-β shift of the ECRH deposition, become

noticeable [4]. Gas fuelled discharges at similar densities and heating powers show a sig-

nificantly lower performance. The difference between the two types of discharges seems

to be caused by a strong reduction of the anomalous heat transport. In this paper, we

present details of the pellet experiments tailored for improved plasma parameters and

discuss results of a transport analysis of such discharges.

Enhanced performance in pellet fuelled plasmas is not unique for W7-X and was previ-

ously observed in many other devices [5]. In tokamak experiments, e.g. in JET [6–8],

Tore Supra [9], DIII-D [10], ASDEX [11], Alcator C [6], such regimes are often called

pellet enhanced performance. A similar phenomenon was found in the large heliotron

experiment LHD [12, 13]. Generally, the improvement is attributed to a reduction in

the ion loss channel in the plasma core, caused by the stabilization of ion temperature

gradient (ITG) modes by the peaked density profiles, i.e. by sufficiently large density

gradients [5, 14, 15]. The turbulence stabilization in tokamaks can be additionally sup-

ported by the formation of a central reversed shear region due to the bootstrap current

at the location of the large density gradient [8]. It is worth mentioning that confine-

ment improvements were observed in the past also in other cases with peaked density

profiles [15–17]. In particular, an optimum confinement regime was developed in the

preceding experiment W7-AS [17–20], where some similarities to post-pellet phases in

W7-X can be noted: narrow density profiles, high ion temperatures and triple product,

energy transport at the neoclassical level. Though, further studies are necessary to ver-

ify whether the same mechanism is responsible for the reduction of anomalous losses in

both cases.

The present results from the low-shear stellarator W7-X enrich previous observations

with a new set of well diagnosed discharges. They also give a new insight into the

turbulence physics in optimized magnetic configurations, where, for example, trapped

electron modes (TEM) are expected to be more stable [21, 22]. From an operational

point of view, these discharges demonstrate the highest performance attained in W7-X

so far and offer a way to assess effects of the W7-X optimization, e.g. the reduced

Shafranov shift or the minimized neoclassical transport, even with the presently lim-

ited heating power. Experiments reported here were realized with electron heating by
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ECRH, whereas NBI-heating is usually applied in other experiments.

Wendelstein 7-X [23] is a large optimized stellarator that aims to demonstrate steady

state operation at β values up to 5% and ion temperatures up to 5 keV [24, 25], for

which the neoclassical transport at low collisionalities was optimized via a reduction of

the effective helical ripple. Operation at high ion temperatures and plasma pressures

implies high plasma densities of up to 2 · 1020 m−3, because neoclassical transport coef-

ficients scale beneficially with the density in the stellarator 1/ν regime [26,27] and also

because of improved collisional power transfer between electrons and ions. Realization

of high densities can be potentially complicated, at least in theory, by several factors.

Firstly, the density profiles are predicted to become unstably hollow in neoclassically

dominated plasmas with edge fuelling [20, 28]. Secondly, the employed island divertor

configuration is expected to effectively screen the gas fuelling at such densities [29].

Besides, a separate method of core plasma fuelling is desired for controlling the density

profile shape for transport studies. For all these reasons, hydrogen pellet injections were

proposed as an option to both reliably access high densities and to generate a central

density peaking.

The potential difficulties with edge fuelling did not turn out to be critical for the present

W7-X operational conditions. In particular, the density profiles are observed to be flat

instead of hollow, which may be related to the fact that neoclassical transport is not the

dominant transport mechanism. In 2018, boronization [30] helped to raise the achiev-

able central density up to 1.4 · 1020 m−3, i.e. the pronounced radiative density limit

that scales roughly as a square root of the heating power [31] was significantly relaxed.

Although, it has to be noted that pellet injections allow to decouple the edge and core

densities; and therefore helped to reach such high densities even before the boronization.

For example, a plasma operation above the X2-ECRH cut-off density of 1.2 · 1020 m−3

was first demonstrated with the pellet injection [32] and O2-ECRH heating. More per-

tinently, it was found that injections of a series of hydrogen pellets can produce peaked

density profiles, thereby improving the overall plasma performance. It is these latter

scenarios that are considered in this paper.

In the recent experimental campaign OP1.2 that took place in 2017 and 2018 [30], a

pellet injector with a restricted number of pellets [33] was available to verify the fuelling

performance, to compare the outboard and inboard side injections and to test opera-

tional scenarios. In this paper, we study the properties of plasmas after pellet injections

and compare them to similar gas-fuelled discharges. The physics of pellet penetration

and fuelling is reported elsewhere [1].

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way: in section 2, W7-X experimental

conditions and the main diagnostics are introduced; in section 3, details of the pellet

experiments and plasma properties during enhanced phases are described; in section 4,

a transport analysis of the phases with improved confinement is compared to that of

gas-fuelled discharges with comparable parameters; and finally, in section 5, the results

are summarized.
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Figure 1: Plasma cross section at the location of the pellet injection system. (a) -

standard configuration with five islands at the boundary; (b) - high-iota configuration

with four edge islands and partially stochastic field lines around [34]. The black lines

show a Poincaré plot of vacuum flux surfaces. Divertor and baffle plates are plotted in

gray. The approximate directions of the pellet injection from the inboard and outboard

sides are indicated in blue. The device center is on the left side.

2. Description of the experimental conditions

Wendelstein 7-X is a fivefold symmetric stellarator with an average major radius of

5.5 m, an effective minor radius of 0.5 m and a plasma volume of about 30 m3. Its flux

surfaces are produced entirely by external coil systems that include superconducting

non-planar and planar coils. The former, originating from the W7-X optimization

procedure [23,24,35–37], generate both the toroidal and poloidal field components, while

the latter are used for fine adjustments of the horizontal position and of the rotational

transform. There are five different types of non-planar coils and two types of planar

coils, which provide a wide flexibility of possible magnetic configurations.

The magnetic configurations differ in the axis location, rotational transform, magnetic

shear, effective helical ripple, toroidal mirror and island divertor structure. In the

present work, only two configurations, namely “standard” and “high-iota”, were used.

In the standard case, the rotational transform grows from about 0.85 on the axis to 1.0

at the plasma boundary and the effective helical ripple εeff is around 0.9%. In the high-

iota configuration, the rotational transform increases from about 1.01 on the axis to 1.25

at the plasma boundary and the effective helical ripple is around 1.5%. Further details

of possible W7-X magnetic configurations can be found in [38, 39]. A more detailed

description of the W7-X coil systems and profiles of the rotational transform can be

found in [38–40].

The main heating method at W7-X is second harmonic, steady-state capable electron

cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) [4,32]. The ECRH system consists of 10 gyrotrons

with the output frequency of 140 GHz and a combined power up to 7.5 MW launched

into the plasma. It can be operated both in the extraordinary (X2) and in the ordinary
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(O2) polarization. In theory, the X2-operation is restricted to plasma densities below

the cut-off of 1.2 ·1020 m−3. In practice, the density should stay below about 1020 m−3 to

prevent a too strong refraction and, as a consequence, an increased level of unabsorbed

microwave stray radiation. The cut-off density for the O2-mode is 2.4 · 1020 m−3 and

the operational limit is about 1.8 · 1020 m−3. O2-operation requires sufficiently high

values of the electron density and temperature for a tolerable single pass absorption,

thus necessitating initial plasma start-up in the X2-mode and a switch to the full O2-

polarization during the discharge [32]. Most experiments in this study were conducted

with the X2-polarization, though some examples with the O2-polarization are available.

The radial location of the X2 power deposition can be varied with front steerable mirrors

for each beam and via the absolute value of the magnetic field. For example, an on-axis

deposition is realized with the field strength of 2.52 T. The time dependant heating

waveform can be prescribed with a large degree of flexibility, including power ramp-ups,

ramp-downs and modulations.

In the second half of the OP1.2 campaign neutral beam injection (NBI) became available

in addition to the ECRH [41, 42]. The NBI system consists of two sources with about

1.7 MW of power into the vessel each (H at 55 keV). In experiments analyzed in this

paper it was used only for short “blips” with a pulse duration of 10 ms and repetition

rate of 10 Hz, for charge exchange measurements of the ion temperature.

The power and particle exhaust in W7-X are handled with the help of an island

divertor [43, 44]. In such configurations, divertor targets, arranged in ten equivalent

divertor units, intersect an island chain at the plasma boundary. The area of intense

plasma wall interaction is, thus, topologically separated from the core confinement

region. The island divertor is predicted to provide sufficient power spreading for

steady state operation with 10 MW input power and has been recently demonstrated

to maintain stable heat flux detachment [45, 46]. The edge island structure, as well

as the strike line position, varies with the magnetic configuration. In particular, the

island structure is different for the two configurations used: in the standard case, the

divertor is formed by a m/n = 5/5 island chain touching both the vertical and the

horizontal target plates; whereas in the high-iota case the divertor geometry is created

by a m/n = 4/5 island chain in contact only with the horizontal target, as can be seen

in figure 1. The 5/5 island configuration is sensitive to 1/1 error fields [47]. Therefore,

in this case an experimentally determined field correction [48, 49] was applied with the

help of a special set of compensation coils, known as trim coils, to allow operation with

the full heating power. In the campaign OP1.2, the divertor targets were inertially

cooled, which limited the maximal injected energy. In the future, the divertor will be

exchanged for a water-cooled one and the pulse duration will be gradually extended to

30 minutes [25].

The pellet injector that was available in the last experimental campaign is of blower gun

type with the injection frequency variable between 5 and 30 Hz and the total number of

pellets up to 40 [33]. The pellets are cylindrical, 2 mm in diameter and 2 mm in length,

corresponding to about 3 · 1020 atoms, and are injected with a speed of 250 m/s. The
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injector is connected both to the outboard and inboard sides of the stellarator via 14.5 m

and 29 m long guiding tubes respectively and for this work alternating injections of series

of pellets from both sides were used. Pellets in such series can penetrate only as deep as

40% of the minor radius but, nonetheless, lead to peaked density profiles [1]. A further

analysis of the pellet fuelling efficiency, its dependence on the plasma parameters, and

a comparison of both injection sides can be found in the same reference. A schematic of

the pellet injection geometry is given in figure 1 for the two configurations used in the

paper.

The principal plasma parameters of W7-X are well diagnosed [50]. The main systems

used throughout the paper are: a dispersion interferometer for the line integrated

density [51]; a Thomson scattering system for the electron density and electron

temperature profiles [52, 53]; an electron cyclotron emission (ECE) diagnostic with 32

channels for electron temperature profiles (calibrated with a cold source) [54, 55]; a

multi-line X-ray imaging crystal spectrometer (XICS) for profiles of ion temperature

and radial electric field [56,57]; a charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS)

diagnostic for profiles of ion temperature and radial electric field [58]; a compensated

diamagnetic loop for the plasma energy [59]; and a gold foil multi-line bolometer system

for total radiated power and plasma radiation power profiles [60]. In the first half of the

campaign, the Thomson scattering diagnostic covered a half profile with 16 spatial points

and ran with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. For the second half, the Thomson scattering

system was improved to cover the full profile with 42 channels and to provide data with

a repetition rate of 30 Hz. The measurement chord of the dispersion interferometer is

almost identical to the laser line of the Thomson scattering system; consequently, the

latter can be conveniently cross-calibrated. Ion temperature profiles can be recovered

from the XICS measurements of Ar+16 line widths along multiple lines of sight by

using either a tomographic inversion with the known flux surface geometry [61] or a

Bayesian modelling with Minerva framework [62]. In addition, high quality carbon ion

temperature profiles can be measured with the CXRS diagnostic on the NBI, where

the number of spatial channels varies between 30 and 70, depending on the diagnostic

settings.

To map data of the profile diagnostics to flux surfaces, coordinate transformations based

on results of the equilibrium code VMEC [63] are applied in this work. At W7-X,

VMEC is available as a web-service [64], together with a wide data base of precomputed

equilibria. In particular, the VMEC data base includes equilibria for reference magnetic

configurations with a vanishing plasma pressure, referred to as vacuum equilibria, which

provide an adequate accuracy for plasmas at low parameters. In high performance cases,

dedicated VMEC calculations are performed using experimentally measured pressure

profiles, i.e. with the help of profile data from the Thomson scattering, XICS and

CXRS systems. In these experiments, the toroidal plasma current is below 2 kA and

can be neglected. The calculations are initiated with pressure profiles mapped with the

closest available equilibrium and are iterated until convergence on the millimeter level

is achieved between the resulting profile mapping and the input. The quality of this
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Figure 2: Comparison of a pellet discharge with enhanced confinement phase (left)

and a discharge without pellet fuelling but with a comparable average density

and heating power (right). The quantities shown from top to bottom are: the

auxiliary heating and radiated power; the line averaged (interferometer), central

densities (cross-calibrated Thomson scattering) and Zeff from visible spectroscopy (for

discharges after boronization); the central electron (ECE and Thomson scattering)

and ion (XICS) temperatures; the diamagnetic (diamagnetic loop) and kinetic (VMEC

equilibrium) plasma energies. Both discharges were performed in the standard magnetic

configuration. The gray area in the left plots marks the pellet injection period. The

orange area highlights an MHD event discussed later in the paper.

procedure is also confirmed by a good agreement of the calculated kinetic plasma energy

to the measured diamagnetic energy, see figure 2. A further discussion of equilibrium

reconstructions for W7-X can be found in [65].

3. Pellet experiments with enhanced confinement phases

Enhanced confinement phases in W7-X are realized by injecting a series of hydrogen

pellets of a preset frequency and length into ECRH heated discharges. A prominent

example of such an experiment, discharge W7X20171207.006, is illustrated on the left

hand side of figure 2. The discharge is started at a low density of about 1019 m−3

and modest heating power of about 2.6 MW, as to allow a deeper pellet penetration
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and, hence, to amplify the electron density peaking. The pellet series is initiated at a

pre-programmed time around 1.1 s and the injection is performed from both sides to

maximize the fuelling rate. The central pellet fuelling results in a significant density

peaking, which can be readily seen from the difference between the line averaged and

central density in the time window between 1.3 and 3 s. At the end of the pellet series at

about 1.6 s the heating power is stepped up to 4.9 MW. The pellet phase is terminated at

about 1.7 s and after that the density and the peaking decay, while temperatures recover

quickly. There is a pronounced increase in the diamagnetic energy, i.e. an improvement

in the energy confinement, in the post-pellet period. The improved confinement phase

lasts from 1.8 s till 2.7 s, with the maximal parameters being achieved between 2 and

2.5 s. The peak value of the plasma stored energy is about 1.1 MJ corresponding to

the volume averaged β of about 1%. In addition, a close equilibration of the ion and

electron temperatures at the level of 3 keV is observed, whereas before and after this

phase, electrons are usually much hotter than ions. The enhanced plasma parameters

correspond to the highest triple product value achieved in W7-X [3].

The length of the pellet series in these experiments is chosen empirically to reach the

maximum peak density compatible with heating in the X2-polarization. This maximal

density of 1020 m−3 is realized with the injection of 10 to 20 pellets at 20 to 30 Hz,

depending on the conditions of the first wall. It is also possible to raise the density

above the X2 cut-off by operating the ECRH in the O2-polarization [32]. An example of

a pellet injection experiment with the O2-ECRH heating, discharge W7X20180911.033,

is shown on the right of figure 5 with a similar resulting improvement in confinement.

In this case the maximal density possible for the given fuelling rate and used heating

power was achieved. Given that no additional performance enhancement is found in the

pellet experiments with the O2-heating, X2-experiments are preferred due to a more

straightforward configuration of the ECRH system and a larger freedom in the control

of deposition profile via an off-axis positioning of the front mirrors.

That plasma performance is significantly enhanced in the post-pellet periods cannot

be explained solely by the increase in the plasma density. For comparison, a gas fuelled

discharge W7X20180920.017 with the heating power and line averaged density similar

to the discussed pellet experiment is shown on the right hand side of figure 2. In

this case the flat-top density is maintained by a feedback control of edge fuelling from

a gas-puff system in addition to recycling from the first wall. The central electron

temperature is similar to that in the enhanced phase of the pellet experiment, while

the ion temperature is well below, in spite of having a sufficient electron-ion collisional

coupling, as further discussed later in the paper. Furthermore, the diamagnetic plasma

energy is considerably lower in the gas-fuelled example.

The increase in the plasma energy during the enhanced phase implies also an

improvement in the global energy confinement time. A comparison of the experimental

confinement time with the ISS04 scaling is given in figure 3 for the two discharges

introduced above. The experimental values are estimated with and without the time

derivative of the diamagnetic energy to demonstrate the contribution of the latter during
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Figure 3: Comparison of the experimental global energy confinement time with the

ISS04-scaling [2] for the two shots illustrated in figure 2. (a) - the pellet discharge with

the enhanced phase; (b) - the gas-fuelled discharge. Short spikes between 2 and 5 s

in the gas-fuelled discharge are caused by diagnostic NBI blips. For completeness, the

experimental confinement time is calculated both with and without the time derivative

of the diamagnetic energy. Both definitions coincide under stationary conditions. The

color legend is the same for the two plots and is given in the right plot.

the post-pellet phase, with both definitions coinciding under stationary conditions. The

ISS04 scaling is evaluated for the instantaneous plasma parameters. In the gas-fuelled

discharge W7X20180920.017, figure 3b, the confinement time is at the level of 70% of

the scaling during the flat-top part of the experiment, which is typical for gas-fuelled

discharges at relevant parameters [66]. In contrast, the experimental confinement time

often exceeds the scaling after pellet series, figure 3a. For instance, the experimental

values are approximately 30% above the scaling during the short plateau phase of the

diamagnetic energy in the discharge W7X20171207.006. This enhancement lasts for

at least two confinement times and is partially weakened by an MHD event. The

improvement in the global energy confinement time indicates a temporary change in

the heat transport, which will be discussed in more detail in section 4.

The performance improvement after injections of pellet series as compared to gas-fuelled

experiments at similar parameters is confirmed by an analysis of a large experimental

database covering almost 90 minutes of cumulative plasma operation with ECRH

heating. Several global plasma parameters realized in selected pellet experiments are

compared to those from gas fuelled discharges in figure 4. Here, quantities of interest,

including the plasma energy, β-values, ion temperature, energy confinement time and

triple product, are plotted in color versus the line averaged electron density and heating

power. For the gas fuelled cases, each point in the graph represents a quasi-stationary

plasma state, i.e. with a small change in the main parameters, averaged over a time

window of 200 ms. The operational space is defined by the available heating power and

by the power dependant radiative density limit [31, 67]. Inside these boundaries, the

operational space is densely covered and smooth dependencies of the global parameters
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Figure 4: Overview of global plasma parameters in the gas-fuelled (dots) and high-

performance pellet discharges (stars). Parameters of interest are encoded as colour. The

colour scales, common to both sets of data, are shown next to each subplot. In addition,

the stars are scaled in size according to the values they represent to highlight the highest

achieved values. It can be seen that the values achieved in the pellet experiments are

well above those in the gas-fuelled cases. (a) - the diamagnetic plasma energy measured

with the diamagnetic loop; (b) - the volume averaged plasma β; (c) - the ion temperature

averaged along a central line of sight of the XICS diagnostic; (d) - the global energy

confinement time; (e) - the central plasma β0 calculated from kinetic profiles, assuming

Zeff = 1; (f) - an estimation of the triple product.

on the density and power are evident. For example, the energy confinement time

is found to deteriorate with the heating power and to improve with the density.

Remarkably, almost no dependence on either density or power can be distinguished

for the ion temperature above a low density threshold: the ion temperature remains

below about 1.6 keV. The values from the pellet experiments, shown in stars, transiently

but significantly surpass those from the gas-fuelled discharges at similar densities and

heating powers. This can be perceived by comparing colours of the stars to background

colours. The plasma stored energy, and consequently the energy confinement time, in

the pellet cases is improved by more than 40%. Also, the ion temperature is raised to

values above 3 keV with a typical ECRH power of 5 MW, the highest values obtained

in W7-X so far and almost a factor of two higher than in typical gas-fuelled plasmas.

The post-pellet enhanced confinement phases are transient, usually lasting only

several confinement times and decaying with the reduction of the density and of the

density peaking. The exact conditions for the loss of high-performance are not well
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Figure 5: Two pellet discharges with enhanced phase. Left - standard magnetic

configuration, ECRH in the X2-mode. In this case the high resolution CXRS diagnostic

was available. The highest ion temperature point with available CXRS data is

highlighted in orange. The gradual decrease of the heating power after 2.2 s was pre-

programmed. Right - high-iota configuration, ECRH in the O2-mode. The breakdown

and the initial part are realized with the X2-mode. A switch to the pure O2-heating

was performed during the shot similar to [32].

understood yet. In some discharges MHD events appear to contribute to the confinement

degradation. For example, a short event is present at about 2.25 s in the pellet shot in

figure 2, as further discussed in section 3.3. A more detailed study of the improvement

termination will be given in future publications.

About 15 pellet discharges, where the stored plasma energy was at or exceeded 1 MJ

and the ion temperature was above usual values, were realized up to now, showing that

the enhanced phases can be reliably reproduced. However, it is not possible to simply

repeat a given control-waveform exactly, because of small variations in the initial density

level, first wall conditions, pellet quality, etc. For example, another pellet discharge,

W7X20181016.037, in the standard magnetic configuration is shown on the left of

figure 5. In this case, the diamagnetic energy exceeds 1.1 MJ and the ion temperature

reaches about 3 keV after the first pellet series. But, the enhanced phase is shorter as

compared to the discharge W7X20171207.006. A second series of pellets was injected

roughly 1 s after the first one. However, the improved phase after the second pellet
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Figure 6: Density profiles before the pellet injection (0.35–0.42 s, black) and at the

peak of ion temperature during the enhanced post-pellet phase (1.65–1.75 s, red) for

the discharge W7X20181016.037. The profiles are plotted along the laser path of the

Thomson diagnostic, that passes approximately horizontally through the plasma center

close to the triangular cross-section. In addition, an approximate mapping to normalized

radius is given on the top, using a vacuum equilibrium. Vertical dashed blue lines mark

the separatrix, the r/a = 0.8 flux surface and the magnetic axis. The pre-pellet profile

is scaled with a factor of two for the sake of clarity. The vertical error bars represent

the statistical uncertainty of ±1 · σ. The systematic errors, mainly due to drifts of the

laser position, are typically dominant for the density profiles.

injection is not as pronounced, probably because of the weaker density peaking. The

ion temperature in this discharge was also diagnosed with the high-resolution CXRS

system using 10 ms short NBI blips with repetition rate of 10 Hz, in addition to the

routine ion temperature measurements with XICS. Because of the availability of high

resolution ion temperature profiles, this discharge is used for a power balance analysis

later in the paper.

The enhanced post-pellet phases were successfully obtained in the standard and high-

iota magnetic configurations. No clear difference in the plasma performance between

the two configurations can be concluded yet, primarily due to poor statistics and

variations in the initial conditions. Other magnetic configurations were not addressed

systematically. An example of a pellet discharge in the high-iota magnetic configuration

is shown on the right of figure 5. In this case, the ECRH system was switched to the O2-

polarization during the initial phases before the pellet injection, as previously reported

in [32]. The use of the O2-heating allowed to achieve a higher plasma density. However,

a higher value of the heating power and a higher initial density were used to assure

an acceptable level of the stray radiation during the O2-period. As a result, the final
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Figure 7: Electron (black) and ion (blue) temperature profiles. (a) - post-pellet phase

with an enhanced confinement (1.67–1.75 s); (b) - gas-fuelled discharge at a comparable

line averaged density (2.5–5.2 s). The electron temperature profiles are from the

Thomson scattering system. The ion temperature profiles are from the CXRS system.

The mapping of the measurement points to flux surfaces is performed with VMEC

equilibria based on experimental pressure profiles. The statistical uncertainty of ±1 · σ
is shown for selected points. These errors are negligible for the plot (b) because of a

sufficiently long flat-top. Hence, the remaining scatter in the profiles is due to systematic

errors. The colour bands show fit variations used in a sensitivity study of the power

balance.

density peaking in the O2-discharges was at the same level as in the X2-experiments.

The overall plasma performance during the post-pellet phase is also similar to that in

the X2-discharges.

Since improved post-pellet phases are relatively short, no clear conclusions concerning

impurity accumulation can be presently made. The line averaged value of Zeff as

measured with visible spectroscopy [68] can show an increase, as it is the case for

discharge 20181016.037 in figure 5, but the final value is comparable with that in normal

ECRH discharges. Therefore, further dedicated measurements of impurity confinement

with a laser blow-off diagnostic or with a test impurity pellet injection appear necessary.

3.1. Density and temperature profiles

One prominent common feature of the pellet fuelled discharges is the occurrence of

peaked density profiles. The full density profiles before and after the pellet injection are

compared in figure 6. The density profiles are typically flat inside the normalized radius

of about 0.8 for the gas-fuelled conditions. A significant density gradient usually exists

only outside of this radius, as demonstrated with the pre-pellet situation in the figure,

and the profile shape shows very little variation with the absolute value of the density.

In contrast, with the injection of a series of hydrogen pellets, material is deposited

relatively deep into the plasma core and the gradient region is extended as deep as to
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Figure 8: Equilibrium effects in the electron temperature profile. The inboard and

outboard sides of the full profile Thomson scattering diagnostic are plotted with left

and right triangles. Two branches of the profile mapped using an appropriate vacuum

equilibrium are shown in dashed blue lines. The shaded blue region highlights the

difference between the two sides. The temperature profile mapped using a VMEC

calculation with an experimental pressure profile is shown in black. In addition, the

ECRH deposition calculated with TRAVIS for the two equilibria is presented in red.

The magnetic field is 2.52 T at the axis in the ϕ = 0◦ plane for the vacuum equilibrium

and is reduced for the finite-pressure one.

the normalized radius of 0.2–0.3. After the pellet injection, the density profiles gradually

relax to the pre-pellet shape.

A typical pellet experiment is started at a rather low density, and, as a consequence,

these plasmas are characterized by high electron temperatures strongly exceeding ion

temperatures. During the pellet injection the electron temperature is strongly reduced,

while the ion temperature is either moderately increased or not changed. After the

end of the pellet series both temperatures grow and stay closely equilibrated during the

enhanced confinement phase, reaching up to 3 keV at about 5 MW of electron heating.

The ion temperature increase to such values cannot be explained by the collisional

coupling alone, since the ion temperature remains at a much lower level in gas-fuelled

experiments with similar parameters and, hence, a similar electron-ion power exchange.

This observation is confirmed with the help of power balance analysis in section 4. To

illustrate the difference between post-pellet and gas-fuelled plasmas, the electron and ion

temperature profiles at the peak of the post-pellet phase in the shot W7X20181016.037

are compared to those from a flat-top of the gas-fuelled discharge W7X20180920.017

in figure 7. In the post-pellet case, there is a strong gradient in the ion temperature

in the radial range between 0.2 and 0.4 m, whereas the ion temperature gradient is

much shallower for the gas-fuelled example. At the same time, the central electron
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temperatures are sufficiently close in the two cases. The difference in the electron

temperature profile shape in the center, i.e. a peaked or a flat profile, can be explained

by the location of the ECRH deposition. The flattening of the profile inside effective

radius of about 0.2 m in the pellet case is caused by an off-axis ECRH deposition, as

further detailed in the next section.

3.2. Equilibrium effects

The improved confinement in the post-pellet phases results in a non-negligible plasma

pressure. The peak pressure values approach 1 atm corresponding to the peak β0

of about 3.5%, estimated from kinetic profiles, and volume averaged 〈β〉 above 1%,

measured with the diamagnetic loop, at the field of 2.5 T. The corresponding outward

Shafranov shift of flux surfaces is observed with the full profile Thomson scattering

system, figure 8. If a vacuum flux surface geometry is used to map the measurements,

the inboard and outboard sides of the full profile do not agree and a gap of about

5–7 cm is observed between the two sides. The two profile sides can be brought to

agreement by using an appropriate MHD equilibrium. VMEC calculations based on

the experimental kinetic profiles indeed confirm that the magnetic axis is shifted by

about 4 cm in the bean shaped plane and by about 6 cm in the triangular shaped plane

relative to the vacuum position. The observed Shafranov shift appears consistent with

the W7-X optimization, yet further studies are required to verify its scaling with the

plasma pressure, rotational transform and magnetic configuration.

Finite plasma pressure also leads to a significant shift of the ECRH deposition into

the high-field side direction, as previously found in a numerical study [69]. The shift

is caused by a combination of the Shafranov shift and of a reduction of the absolute

value of the magnetic field by diamagnetic currents, with both terms acting in the same

direction. The field strength is reduced by roughly 0.1 T at the axis in the discharges

of interest, which is sufficient for a noticeable change of the resonance position because

of a relatively shallow field gradient.

An experimental confirmation of the finite-β effect on the ECRH deposition is shown in

figure 8 and in more details in figure 9. A clear sign of the effect is the appearance of

the off-axis heating resulting in a flattening of the electron temperature. The shape of

the temperature profiles is consistent with the ECRH power density calculated with the

help of the ray-tracing code TRAVIS [70], using suitable VMEC equilibria. A similar

flattening of the electron temperature is otherwise found with an intentional off-axis

ECRH operation via beam steering at low-β [71].

Figures 9(a-b) show a comparison of the normalized electron temperature from Thomson

scattering with the predicted ECRH deposition at two representative times. Before the

pellet injection the temperature profile is centrally peaked in agreement with the on-axis

heating. During the high-β phase the temperature profile is flat inside the normalized

radius of about 0.3. The edge of the flat part of the profile coincides with the location of

the power deposition between ρ = 0.25 and ρ = 0.32. A correlation of the temperature
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Figure 9: Shift of the ECRH deposition due to finite-β effects in the discharge

W7X20171207.006. (a) - the normalized electron temperature (solid) and ECRH

deposition from TRAVIS (dashed) before the pellet injection. (b) - the same for the high-

β phase. (c) - a time evolution of the normalized temperature profile from Thomson

scattering. The temperature data are given along the laser path. The 90% contour

chosen to illustrate the profile width is stressed with thick dashed lines. The projection

of the axis position is also indicated. Note, that for this discharge only the half profile

Thomson scattering was available. The zero position of the distance was chosen to

match the definition of figure 6.

flattening with the high-β phase is further demonstrated with the time evolution of the

profile shape in local Thomson coordinates in figure 9c. Indeed, the profile broadening

is present mainly during the enhanced post-pellet phase. For reference, the calculated

magnetic axis position is also projected to the Thomson coordinates and indicates a

Shafranov shift of about 5 cm. In this discharge, the settings for seven used ECRH

beams were chosen in such a way as to heat at the normalized radius of about 0.05

without the finite-β effect.

The finite-β shift of the ECRH deposition can be compensated by starting the discharge

at a higher value of magnetic field, in which case the temperature profiles are broadened

during the low-β part of the discharge and become more peaked during the high-β part.

For the achieved β-values, a vacuum field of 2.62 T is appropriate for the correction.

Such a discharge was performed during the last campaign and the electron temperature

profile was indeed found to be peaked [72]. However, it was also found that with

such settings the electron and ion temperatures separate faster and the maximum ion

temperature is below 2.5 keV. For this reason, a strong on-axis heating was not further

pursued in these pellet experiments.

To summarize, a good agreement is found between the equilibrium calculations with

VMEC and experiments. The comparison includes the mapping of different diagnostics

to the flux surfaces, the prediction of the absolute value of the magnetic field and

the estimation of the total plasma energy. These results emphasize reliability of the
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Figure 10: Details of the MHD event in the discharge W7X20171207.006. (a) - three

selected ECE channels. (b) - three selected soft X-ray channels (20 soft X-ray cameras

with 20 view lines each are available in total). (c) - the inversion radius observed with

the soft X-ray cameras and with the ECE diagnostic. In the case of ECE, the inversion

is observed both at the low field and high field sides.

numerical techniques and justify the use of such equilibria for further analysis.

3.3. Plasma stability

A sudden crash of the diamagnetic energy by about 150 kJ is observed at about 2.25 s,

i.e. in the middle of the high energy phase, in the pellet discharge shown in figure 2.

This event is detected with a number of other diagnostics and exhibits features of a

fast MHD phenomenon taking place on a time scale much shorter than the typical

confinement time. An inversion radius, similar to that in sawtooth events in tokamaks,

is present in ECE and soft X-ray [73, 74] signals, as presented in figures 10(a-b). The

core channels of these diagnostics demonstrate a quick drop on a timescale about 0.5 ms,

whereas the edge channels show a quick rise of the signal. At the inversion radius (for

ECE around channel 146.76 GHz at the high field side and channel 128.44 GHz at the

low field side), no strong signal change is observed. Lines of sight showing the inversion

could be identified for a subset of 17 (out of 20) available soft X-ray cameras and all

of them are tangent to the same flux surface within 2 cm. The inversion frequency of

the ECE was converted to the radial position using TRAVIS simulations and coincides

with the inversion position of the soft X-ray diagnostic, see figure 10c.

The reason for this crash has not been clarified yet. The pressure profiles can be expected

to be stable owing to the stability optimization of W7-X for β-values up to 5%. An

alternative explanation might be a modification of the radial profile of the rotational

transform ( ι-profile) due to either bootstrap or ECRH driven currents. Although, the

latter is expected to be low for the used gyrotron settings and the achieved electron

density. Reconnection events are likely to occur, if the  ι-profile crosses a low rational

value, e.g. 5/6, 5/5, etc. This is the same mechanism as suspected to be responsible for
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smaller scale, regular crashes obtained in W7-X with a strong intentional current drive

with the ECRH system [75]. Further investigations of this event are ongoing and will

be reported separately.

A large scale MHD activity has only been observed in the pellet program

W7X20171207.006. Since it is difficult to reproduce a given pellet discharge exactly

in this type of experiment, experimental conditions for the crash as well its importance

for limiting the achievable plasma parameters are presently not clarified. The two further

pellet examples given in figure 5 show no crashes, although coherent modes in the range

between 30 and 60 kHz are detected at the peak of the diamagnetic energy with the

help of a phase contrast imaging system [76]. The temperature and energy decay in

the discharge W7X20181016.037 takes place on a much slower time scale of tens of

milliseconds and shows no signs of inversion.

4. Transport analysis

In this section, local power balance is applied with the aim of understanding the im-

provement in performance observed during the post-pellet phases. Volume integrals of

power sinks and sources inside a flux surface are compared with the neoclassical energy

fluxes through this surface both for electrons and ions. All values compared in the

analysis are expressed in units of power. This formulation is similar to the one used for

studies of the preceding experiment W7-AS [20, 77]. The neoclassical energy flux Qneo
α

includes both the diffusive qneo
α and the convective Γneo

α T terms. The power source and

sink terms considered here are the ECRH heating power Pecrh, the electron-ion power

exchange term Pei, the volume integral of the electric field term eΓαEr and the radiative

power loss Prad.

Two representative discharges are chosen for the analysis. The first case is the highest

ion temperature point observed with the CXRS system during the enhanced post-pellet

phase in the discharge W7X20181016.037. This point is highlighted with a light orange

color in figure 5. The second case is the flat-top state between 2.5 and 5.2 s of the

gas-fuelled discharge W7X20180920.017 at a similar line integrated density and heating

power, illustrated on the right of figure 2.

In both discharges the ion temperature profiles were measured with the CXRS system,

which is important to reliably estimate the collisional electron-ion power transfer, espe-

cially under conditions of a close temperature equilibration. In fact, the availability of

the CXRS data is the main motivation to use the pellet discharge W7X20181016.037,

where the system was operated in the high resolution mode, in spite of the improved

phase being relatively short. The temperature profiles used for both discharges are given

in figure 7. The density profiles are illustrated in figure 6.

The main components for the power balance are computed in the following way. All

kinetic profiles, including temperatures, density and assumed flat Zeff , are mapped to

the flux surfaces using dedicated VMEC [63] equilibria as described in section 3.2. The

ECRH power deposition is calculated with the ray-tracing code TRAVIS [70], see also
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Figure 11: Power balance analysis (logarithmic scale). Left - an enhanced confinement

phase after pellets. Right - a flat-top phase of a gas-fuelled discharge at similar

parameters. (a), (e) - electron channel. Here, Pe = Pecrh − Pei −
∫ r

0 eΓ
neo
e ErdV − Prad ≈

Pecrh−Pei, A ≡ dV/dr (b), (f) - ion channel. Here, Pi = Pei+
∫ r

0 eΓ
neo
i ErdV ≈ Pei (c), (g)

- combined balance. Qneo
e+i ≡ Qneo

e +Qneo
i . The total losses (solid red line) are Qneo

e+i+Prad.

The total losses with the time derivative (dotted red line) are Qneo
e+i + Prad + dW

dt
, where

W (r) is the kinetic plasma energy inside a flux surface. (d), (h) - ambipolar radial

electric field Er.

figures 8 and 9. Mono-energetic neoclassical transport coefficients are calculated with

the drift kinetic equation solver DKES [78, 79]. The radial electric field Er, which is

important for the neoclassical transport, as discussed e.g. in [26], is derived from the am-

bipolarity condition on the neoclassical particle fluxes. The computed Er can be found

in figures 11d,h. This approximation was recently validated in W7-X experiments with

the help of the XICS diagnostic [56,80] and will be further investigated with the CXRS

system. For the power term eΓαEr, the particle flux is assumed to be neoclassical. In

any case, experimental particle fluxes in the core are sufficiently small for this term not

to play a major role. The radiated power is estimated from a tomographic inversion of

data from the bolometry system [60]. Finally, the power balance analysis is performed

by means of the 1d transport code NTSS [81,82].

Results of the power balance analysis are summarized in figure 11 for the electron and ion

channels separately, as well as for the combined power. During the post-pellet enhanced

confinement phase, shown in the three panels on the left of the figure, the neoclassical
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ion heat flux corresponds closely to the ion input power inside two thirds of the plasma

radius. Here, the input power is primarily the collisional electron-ion exchange. In the

outer one third of the plasma radius, where the ion temperature decays quickly, see

figure 7a, the neoclassical heat flux alone is not sufficient to explain the losses, at least

for profile fits maintaining equal electron and ion temperatures in this outer part. The

neoclassical heat flux for electrons covers between 20% and 40% of the electron input

power inside 30 cm (reff/a < 0.6). In the outer region, a significant fraction of the

input power is not explained by the neoclassical theory also for electrons. The radiated

power is generally low in the plasma core and becomes important only at the edge. The

combined neoclassical losses are at the level of about 50% of the input ECRH power

up to about 30 cm. At the edge, where the plasma is cold and potentially also charge-

exchange losses can contribute, up to a factor of 10 is missing. It can be concluded

that the neoclassical transport is a significant component of the total transport in the

plasma core during the enhanced periods.

The power balance analysis for the post-pellet period described above is not perfectly

complete, because the plasma during this interval is not truly stationary. Even if the

total plasma energy is constant, the kinetic profiles are not static. Furthermore, the

analysis time point, chosen based on the availability of the CXRS data, is at the edge

of the flat portion of the diamagnetic energy curve, see figure 5. If an estimation of the

time derivative of the kinetic energy inside a flux surface is added to the loss terms,

up to 80% of the input power is explained in the core and up to 50% at the edge, as

illustrated with a dotted line in figure 11c. These values are likely to represent an up-

per boundary of the power balance, since at the maximum the time derivatives can be

expected to become negligible. For a more confident estimation of the derivatives the

time resolution of the profile diagnostics needs to be improved.

In order to quantify uncertainties in the power balance, a variation of profile fits for the

density and for both temperatures was performed in a manner similar to e.g. [83]. This

includes a change of the fit inside experimental error bars, a change of the fit functional

form, a change of the equilibrium used and a legitimate shift of profiles by up to 1 cm.

This value for the profile shift is due to experimental uncertainties in the measurement

locations and due to a finite size of the measurement volumes. In addition, the Zeff
value was varied between one and two, where the measured value is about 1.5 [68]. The

resulting uncertainties for selected quantities are illustrated in figure 11 with coloured

bands. For example, the uncertainties cover the edge of the ECRH deposition between

10 and 14 cm. Consequently, the electron power balance in this range is susceptible to

the nuances of profile fits. Besides, the electron-ion exchange power can be observed, see

figure 11b outside of 0.3 m, to be sensitive to the relative position of the two temperature

profiles, which is to be expected for the closely equilibrated conditions. Nevertheless,

these uncertainties do not change the main finding, that the neoclassical transport is

significant during the enhanced confinement periods. It is in fact during such phases

that one could attempt to verify the importance of the neoclassical optimization.

The combined power balance shows similar results also for other pellet discharges with
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an enhanced phase. For example, it is found also for the discharge W7X20171207.006

that the total neoclassical heat flux is in the range of 40% to 50% of the input power in

the core [72, 80]. But a separation of the electron and ion channels in other discharges

is complicated due to the absence of CXRS profiles, as previously noted.

The picture is different for the gas-fuelled discharges, despite a similar level of the ECRH

heating power and a similar value of the line averaged density. A gap of about a factor

of ten is present both for electrons and ions and, hence, for the combined balance. In the

latter case, the missing fraction is roughly uniform throughout the plasma. This means

that a strong anomalous loss mechanism dominates and determines the heat flux across

the entire plasma cross section, whereas the neoclassical transport is a minor contribu-

tion. The much lower ion temperature in the discharge W7X20180920.017 compared to

the post-pellet case, in spite of two times higher ion input power, cannot be explained

without such an additional loss mechanism. We note that the decrease in the electron

input power between 0.1 and 0.3 m and the successive minor rise (figure 11d) are mainly

due to the power transfer to the ions. The rising part after 0.3 m is likely an analysis

artefact that originates from a slight misalignment of closely equilibrated electron and

ion temperature profiles.

A plausible candidate to explain the anomalous losses is the ion-scale turbulence, caused

by the ion-temperature gradient instability (ITG), which is typically unstable in sim-

ulations under normal W7-X operational conditions (ECRH heating and gas fuelling,

similar to the conditions without pellets). The ITG mode experiences a strong reduc-

tion in the presence of a density gradient, for example after pellet injections, similar

to tokamaks [84, 85]. However, in W7-X this reduction is particularly favourable, since

the trapped electron modes (TEM), associated to the density gradient, are decreased

due to the maximum-J property [21]. Therefore, a window with reduced growth rate

exists in the parameter space of electrostatic instabilities (stability map) as found with

linear GENE simulations [22,86]. Experimentally, it is indeed observed that the relative

magnitude of ion-scale (k⊥ρs ≈ 1) broad band density fluctuations as measured with a

phase contrast imaging system [76] is reduced during such enhanced phases, and their

distribution in the wavenumber space is significantly modified [87]. Another relevant

element for the turbulence reduction is the ion-root radial electric field, which becomes

significant after pellet injections, following the peak of the density gradient [80]. The

electric field is thought to be responsible for the turbulence stabilization also in non-

axisymmetric configurations lacking the maximum-J property, like optimum confinement

in W7-AS [17–19]. A theoretical analysis is currently ongoing, with the aim to address

the corresponding impact of these mechanisms.

One of significantly improved parameters in the enhanced post-pellet phases is the ion

temperature, see for example figures 2 and 7. Hence, this quantity may serve as an

indicator of the improved transport. The achieved ion temperature is found to correlate

with the core density peaking introduced by pellet injection. Figure 12a shows a scaling

of the ion temperature at the peak with the density peaking at the same time for a

set of pellet discharges. In general, high ion temperatures correspond to a pronounced
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Figure 12: Correlation of the ion temperature with the density peaking. (a) - values

at the peak of ion temperature for a set of pellet discharges (black). The discharges

discussed in the paper are shown in different colors. The comparison gas-fuelled

discharge W7X20180920.017 is illustrated with a triangle. (b) - shot trajectories for

three selected discharges illustrated previously in the paper. The marked time moments

are: 1 - start of the pellet injection; 2 - power step; 3 - end of the pellet injection; 4 -

peak of the ion temperature; and 5 - full relaxation of the post-pellet phases.

density peaking. Here, the density peaking is defined as the ratio of the density close

to the axis to that at the normalized radius of 0.8. As previously discussed for figure 6,

this ratio is representative of a density gradient in the range ρ = 0.2–0.8. The data for

gas-fuelled discharges are located in the lower left corner of the dependence, i.e. they

are characterized by flat density profiles and low ion temperatures, as illustrated with

the comparison discharge W7X20180920.017 in the figure.

The evolution of density peaking in selected pellet experiments is illustrated in figure 12b

for three discharges discussed previously in the paper. The trajectories are plotted with

a constant time step of 100 ms. Initially, all discharges start with rather flat density

profiles (time moment 1). At the end of the pellet injection, a noticeable density peak-

ing is introduced (time moment 3). The increase of the heating power (time moment

2) seems to slightly decrease the peaking. The peaking further increases after the pellet

injection due to the low recycling conditions. The ion temperature grows at the same

time and eventually reaches a maximum value. After the peak, the ion temperature

decays together with the density peaking. The decay period is especially well tracked in

the discharge W7X20171207.006, where the relaxation is rather gradual. These results

suggest the importance of controlling the density profile shape for enhanced performance

in W7-X. A further analysis of gradient lengths will be published later.
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5. Summary

In recent W7-X experiments, injections of cryogenic hydrogen pellets were successfully

applied for core plasma fuelling. Plasma periods with enhanced confinement properties

were observed after the pellet injections. These periods are transient, a few confinement

times only, but reproducible. Up to now, about 15 pellet discharges with a clearly

enhanced performance in the post-pellet phase were realized.

The post-pellet periods are of interest due to their prominent plasma parameters. The

ion temperature reaches central values above 3 keV with the ECRH heating of about

5 MW. The diamagnetic plasma energy is up to 1.2 MJ, corresponding to the volume

averaged β above 1% and central β0 above 3.5% at the field of 2.5 T. The global energy

confinement time transiently exceeds the empirical stellarator scaling ISS04 by about

30%. The simultaneous improvement in the ion temperature and in the confinement

time implies a high value of the triple product, as reported previously [3].

First signs of equilibrium effects are observed during the enhanced periods. The

Shafranov shift in the triangular plane is measured to be up to 6 cm. Reducing Shafranov

shift in high-β stellarator plasmas is essential for maintaining closed flux surfaces and,

therefore, was one of the major W7-X design points. The first measurements appear

consistent with the optimization, but, obviously, further studies are required for a

conclusive validation. Finite plasma pressure also leads to a significant shift of the

ECRH deposition due to a combination of the Shafranov shift and of a diamagnetic

reduction of the magnetic field.

Plasma parameters achieved in the pellet experiments could not be reproduced in gas-

fuelled ECRH discharges. With a similar input power and line averaged electron density

of about 6 · 1019 m−3, the ion temperature is only about 1.6 keV and the confinement

time is about 70% of the ISS04-scaling. Moreover, the ion temperature remains below

1.6 keV in the whole range of the available ECRH power and achievable densities.

Following the neoclassical optimization, W7-X was expected to outperform the ISS04-

scaling in ECRH plasmas with a relatively flat density profile by a factor of two [81].

The local power balance analysis in section 4 shows that in gas-fueled plasmas this is

hindered by anomalous losses, with the anomalous heat fluxes being about a factor of

10 larger than the neoclassical ones. The anomalous losses are strongly reduced and, as

a consequence, the neoclassical fluxes become more important in the post-pellet phases.

It can be expected that these are the conditions where the transport optimization of

W7-X should be more apparent. To this end, future experiments will verify dependence

of the post-pellet plasma parameters on the effective helical ripple.

A possible explanation for the anomalous loss channel in the gas-fuelled discharges is

the ion-scale turbulence. In particular, ion temperature gradient modes are predicted

to be unstable under normal W7-X conditions. It is also known, similar to tokamaks,

that the ITG turbulence can be stabilized by a density gradient at the location of the

ion temperature gradient. At the same time, trapped electron modes are more stable

in the W7-X geometry due to the maximum-J property [21]. These two facts lead to
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a formation of a stability region [22], which may explain the improved performance in

the post-pellet phases. The correlation between the ion temperature and the density

peaking in the pellet experiments is qualitatively consistent with this hypothesis. A

more detailed analysis of the fluctuation diagnostics, of the gradient lengths and of the

role of the radial electric field is to follow.

The results of this work suggest importance of controlling the shape of density profiles

for the high performance operation in W7-X. Presently, peaked profiles can be achieved

transiently with the pellet injection, while the gas fuelling usually results in flat profiles.

To improve the profile control and to extend it to a steady state or at least to a periodic

operation, the W7-X capabilities are being improved with the installation of a continuous

pellet injector and of a cryopump system. The new pellet injector will be able to provide

core particle fuelling, while the improved pumping will help to maintain the edge density

at a low level. Neutral beam injection and wall preconditioning for low recycling are

further possible tools to control the profile shape. In the preceding experiment W7-

AS, NBI-heating was extensively used to realize improved confinement regimes such

as an optimum confinement regime [17–19] similar to the post-pellet phases in many

respects and a high density H-mode [19,88] with improved energy confinement, reduced

impurity confinement and high separatrix density. All new experimental options will be

extensively explored in future W7-X campaigns to prolong the already achieved good

confinement properties.
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